Evaluation Tools Post Aliki Rounds

Evaluation of the CPE Student
The card will be handed to the attending by the Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) student at the end of the Aliki rotation with a request to discuss the questions and a sign-off that the student got this feedback. The hope is that this would take about 5-10 minutes of the attending’s time and that there would be more consistent feedback than an e-mailed evaluation of the CPE student completed later by the attending. The card should be completed with the attending on the last day of the Aliki rounds. The completed card will be given to the student who will make a copy for the student’s CPE supervisor.

Evaluation Questions:

1) Did the chaplain intern describe the role of the chaplain effectively? Check all that apply.
   _ Chaplain Intern gave information about chaplain role to the team in teaching session
   _ Chaplain Intern discussed role informally
   _ Chaplain Intern gave “elevator speech” about role of the chaplain
   _ Team has greater awareness of how to make a referral to a chaplain
   _ Team used chaplain as part of overall medical care of the patient
   _ Team used chaplain as support for the team members

2) Did the chaplain intern demonstrate a spiritual assessment? Check all that apply.
   _ Used FICA spiritual assessment tool during rounds or in discussions about patients
   _ Team utilized spiritual assessment in treatment of patient
   _ Discussed spiritual assessment with the team informally

3) What were the positive contributions of the chaplain intern?

4) What suggestions do you have for improvement?

This evaluation was discussed with the Aliki Faculty Attending.

________________________________________  ______________
(Signature of Attending)                     (Date)

Reflection from Chaplain Student
The intent is for the chaplain student to reflect on their experience of rounds with the Aliki team. This reflection will be given to the Aliki Faculty Attending and the CPE supervisor of the chaplain student. The reflection should be concise and no more than one page. It will be completed within two weeks of the Aliki rounds.

Reflection Questions:

1) What were the positive aspects of Aliki rounds?
2) What were the challenges of participating on the Aliki rounds?
3) Were there surprises while participating on the Aliki rounds? Describe.
4) What are the core new insights from rounds with the Aliki team?